Have you ever lost a friend or a family member? Well, this wouldn’t have happened without youth violence. Youth violence to me and might also be to others would be domestic violence, abuse, or having someone lose their life. Domestic violence is when a family member fights so much with another member that it turns physical and someone gets hurt. Abuse to me is similar to sexual harassment. It could be anywhere in the world. From the streets to home, to even school. Like I said it could be anywhere.

Have you ever had a bad fight in your family, or lost a friend/relative. This could all have started as a kid or a teen. This starts with drugs and a sociopath. Violence can affect any one lives. It can affect you because it could start wars and could take away many lives and destroy Earth.
What are the causes of youth violence you might ask? Well most causes are involved with drugs, or problems in their life. If a family member or friend is into drugs, you could try to help them, but be careful you don't know how they could react. They could use violence to hurt you, because the drugs get into their minds. Bullying is another cause for violence. Because the one who is being bullied can be so sad or mad that he can hurt people or suicide. This is also how gangs get started.

I can help change youth violence by talking to the people who got bullied. Another way you could stop youth violence is by not selling weapons or drugs. If they still take drugs they could go to a facility to help them. A third way can be not selling violent videogames. These three ways are a good way to stop prevent youth violence because without the videogames they can have time to be outside.
and be healthy.

So because of youth violence in my community, my daily life has changed by domestic, which is fighting between. Abuse is another common problem. Abuse is when someone sexually harasses another person. They could use violence to abuse someone. They could also kidnap you. So if we all helped these people with problems, we would have a much safer home/Earth. We wouldn't have wars to destroy land and for the video games, people could be outside taking walks, playing, or just hanging out. So avoid drugs, guns, and violent games and we will have a safer, fun Earth.